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t’llc Author c~onsidereci that  the qualities of a consi&rablc varicty Tile .iutllor. 

had  already bet.11 dcalt  with  in  his Paper i n  1893. With  regard to  the 
history of rust,lcss  steel, Dr. lIatfield made an  interesting reference 
to  the Author’s Paper i n  1892, a t  which  timc, i t  should not be for- 
gotten, the  great  French  metallurgist, Mr. Floris Osmond,  woiked 
with the  Author  on  the corrosion  side of the  subject. As mentioned 
iu.  his  remarks at   the  opening of the Discussion, Mr. Osmond 
observed that,  by  the  addition of increasing  percentages of 
chromium to  iron,  its resistance to  corrosion  was greatly  increased. 
In  fact, he  showed that  specimen “ L,” described in  that  Paper, 
represented a metal  very  little  capable of being  acted upon by 
acids.  Savcral of Mr. Rhodin’s  suggestions  were of particular 
interest,  and deserved  careful  consideration. Mr. Thorpe’s  remarks 
were well chosen. On the  other  hand,  estimates of the kind 
submitted  in  the  Paper as to  the  total value of the loss by 
corrosion to  the world, w-ere necessarily  highly  speculative and 
approximate. It must  not be forgotten that,  in  many of the cases 
estimated  by Mr. Thorpe, great  care was taken  to neutralize the 
oxidation of the atmosphere,  by the watchfulness of man ; that was to 
say,  every  square  foot of such  structural work as the  Britannia 
Bridge, the  Forth Bridge, the Tower Bridge, and  other  structures 
was watched  most carefully, and protection  was  given  by  means 
of painting. Also the expendit.ure  on  such  protection was very 
heavy. In  a large  number of cases,  however, iron  and  steel  had been 
submitted  to corrosive  influence  with but  little, if any,  such  care 
being taken.  The  facts referred to  by Mr. Thorpe were of great 
interest,  and  he deserved the  thanks of The  Institution  for  the 
t,rouble  he  had  taken  in  obtaining  and  bringing  them  forward. 

Correspondence. 
Dr. GEORGE K. BURGESS  thought  that  perhaps  the  most  striking Dr. Burgess. 

statement was that  the  annual cost of wastage  due to  rusting of 
the world’s  iron and steel was probably well over ;E700,000,000 
sterling.  Here was a field of research for  metallurgists and  other 
scientific men that  promised  great returns  for  every positive  accom- 
plishment. For if it were  considered that a prevention of rust 
amounting  to only 1 per cent. of the  total wastage meant a saving 
of f7,000,000 a year, the economic advantage  to  be  expected  from 
even  moderate  sums  allotted to  research for  the  prevention of 
rust was very  great. The  rusting of iron and stecl  might be likcnetl 
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Dr. Uurgcs.-. to  the ravngcs,oi a witlcs~~rt~ad, fatal tliscnsc, t l ~ c  ill cffccts o f  ml~icll 
could undoubtedly  be  attenuated  and lifc Irolonged ; but  to cffect 
this  on a scale commensurate  with  the  community’s needs  required 
a great  deal  more  investigation  relating  to  the  fundamental 
phenomena  underlying the causes and characteristics of the malady, 
corrosion. Every effort  should be  made to  solve the  many per- 
plexing  problems  concerned  with the  why of corrosion, as well.as 
the how, and  great progress  could also undoubtedly be made i n  
methods of preservation by means of protective  coatings, in which 
field empirical  beginnings had been made  in  such processes as 
parkerizing,  calorizing, and  the like, as well as the  greater  and  more 
efficient uses of zinc  coatings. The  theory of c,orrosion, as shown by 
the Author, was by no means in a satisfactory  condition,  and  although 
there was a multitude of facts  in  existence  relating to  various  aspects 
of the phenomena of rusting, the methods of expressing  results and 
the  technique of experimentation differed  widely, and  in  the  majority 
of cases the uncertainties and complexities of chemical  composition, 
and  the  uncertain  history of the metal  studicd,  made it difficult, if 
not impossibIe, t o  establish  rational  bases of correlation of data 
obtained by different, or even by  the same, observers. A typical 
illustration of the difficulties of interpretation was the  contrasting 
views of &Iessm. Cusllman and  Buck  regarding  the  copper-bearing 
steel  referred to   bythc Author.  The  report (1921) of the Committee 
of the Anlerican  Society for Tcsting  Materials stated : “ The 
results of the observations at the  Pittsburgh  tests  have now  reached 
a point where we may definitely  conclude that  copper-bearing  metal 
shows marked  superiority  in  rust-resisting  properties as compared 
to  non-copper-bearing  metal of substantially  the same general 
composition, from which superiority we may  truly  anticipate a 
marked  increase in  the service  life for copper-bearing  metals  under 
atmospheric  exposure of uncoated  sheets.” But  the  interesting 
fact  to  determine was, why  did a small amount of copper  act  in sucll 
a way ? Similarly it had been  shown by several  investigations 
that chromium,  under  certain  conditions, had  an  inhibiting  action 
on the corrosion of steel. At  the  Bureau of Standards  an investiga- 
tion  on  this  subject was being  carried out ; one of the questions 
to  which an answer was sought was the relation of the chromiunl/ 
carbon  ratio to  rust-resisting  properties.  Some of the results 
obtained a t   the  Bureau  by Colonel A. I. Krynitsky confirmed the 
importance,  pointed  out  by the Author, of defining the physical 
condition of  the steel  which was being  studied  for  its  rust-resisting 

’ Proceedings A.S.T.M., vol. sui, p. 120. 
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proprrtics.  Another  important  fact  appcarcd  to be true,  not  only Dr. Burgess. 

for steels  containing  such  clements  as  chromium and nickel, but 
probably  also  silicon and even  copper,  namely, the  formation of an 
adherent,  non-porous  coating, which  resisted attack. 

The following summary  contained some of the conclusions drawn 
from Colonel Krynitsky’s  observations :-A comparison of the 
results  obtained showed that  the relative  resistance of a steel to  the 
acid  test was not necessarily a criterion of its behaviour in  othcr 
types of corrosion.  Pure  iron and  the steels of low chromium 
content were found  to  be  much  more  resistant  to  attack  by  hydro- 
chloric  acid than those  containing considerable  chromium. When 
corroded by wat,er and  air  the general order of resistance was reversed. 
It might be  concluded, then,  tha.t  the  addition of chromium  increased 
the  rate of attack  by hydrochloric  acid, and  probably  by  other 
acids, although  this  statement  might be  modified somewhat  accord- 
ing  to  the condition of the steel  with  respect to  the  heat  treatment 
it had received.  Specimens  which had been hardened  by  suitable 
heat  treatment were found  to be considerablymore  resistant to acid 
attack  than samples of the  same composition in  the annealed state. 
The  addition of nickel  was much  more cffective in reducing the 
intensity of the  attack  by  acid  than was chromium.  The steels 
containing a considerable  amount of nickel  were found  to  be  the 
most  resistant to acid of all  those  which were used.  Specimens having 
a polished  surface were found,  almost  invariably, to  show a snd le r  
loss in acid  than  those which  were  roughly  ground.  This difference 
might  be  only  apparent however.  Although the measured  surface 
of two specimens might  be  exactly  the  same,  the  one  with a ground 
finish had a slightly  greater  area exposed,  on account of the  minute 
grooves and ridges which made  up  the surfac,e, than  had  the polished 
specimen. For resisting  corrosion by water  and  air a considerable 
amount of chromium in a steel  was  necessary.  The  alloys of this 
general type were found  to be much  more  resistant than were those 
of low chromium  content. These latter steels,  however,  were found 
to be much  more  resistant than  the simple  carbon  steel or “ pure” 
iron.  Hardening  the  chromium  steel by  heat  treatment was found to  
have a similar effect in  retarding corrosion by  water  and  air  as  in 
the  acid  tests. This was true,  in  particular,  for  the  steels of high 
chromium  content.  The specimens  lower in chromium  showed  very 
little difference in resistance to  corrosive attack, regardless of their 
condition  with  respect to  heat  treatment. Adhering  patches ,of 
oxide  scale  upon the surface  were found  to  have a very  noticeable 
effect in accelerating the  rate of attack of the chromium  steels.  The 
alloy  containing a  high  percentage af nickel, as well as chramium, 
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~ r .  ~ L l r W F S .  whiclk \vas founcl to l)(:  at, t , ; l~k~tl  t,llcl least l ) y  acitl, ;dsu proTv(l w r y  
resistant t o  atn~oslheric corrosioll. It w a s  11lucl1 better t,llan 
nlost of the chromium  stccls,  although it was far surpassed by 
certain of the  high-chron~ium  materials  tested. It was noted  in  most 
cases that  the corrosion of the chromium  steels  consisted in  an 
attack  at  small  isolated  spots,  rather than  in a general tarnishing 
and  coating of the surface.  This, in view of the  fact  that  adhering 
particles of scale  accelerated the corrosive attack of a steel to  a very 
marked degree,  suggested that  the presence of inclusions or other 
defects  within the  material  might  be responsible in large  measure 
for the  character of the surface  pattern  resulting  from  the corrosive 
attack.  In  the choice of a “ non-corrodible ” steel, the  character 
of the service  would  be the criterion by which  decision  would  be 
made as to  the proper type  to use. For example, i t  was evident 
from  the preceding  results that, as a material for which the resistance 
to severe  acid attack was the principal  requirement,  a  high-chromium 
steel was the least  suitable of all the  materials used in this  investiga- 
tion.  In  most cases,  however, the service  which any material would 
undergo was a  combination of various  factors.  Thus,  for  example, 
cutlery  steel  must  withstand  both  acid  and  atmospheric corrosion 
as well as possess certain necessary  mechanical  properties,  forgcability, 
hardness,  etc. No single type of non-corrodible  steel appeared t o  be 
suitable  for each and every  purpose  which  might  arise. 

In  the United  States  the  importance of expending  greater efforts 
in  attacking  the corrosion  problem was gradually  being  realized.  The 
National  Research Council had recentlyformed  a Corrosion Committee 
for the purpose of stimulating  and  correlating corrosion  research 
in America ; the American  Society  for  Testing Materials had  just 
appointed a committee  on  non-ferrous corrosion, and therc  had 
been in existence  for  several  years a joint  committee  on soil corrosion 

. and electrolysis of pipes, which was carrying  out  a  very  extensive 
programme  through the Bureau of Standards. 

Dr. Cushman. Dr. ALLERTON S. CUSHMAN thought  it a matter  for congratulation 
that so eminent a metallurgist as Sir Robert Hadfield  should take 
up  in  detail so important a subject  as  the corrosion of the ferrous 
metals. Modern civilization was based on iron and steel. In a  recent 
book  on “ Chemistry and Civilization,” Dr. Cushman  had  quoted 
the following passage from Mr. Henry M. Howe’s article  on ’‘ Iron ” 
in  the eleventh  edition of the “ Encyclopsdia  Britannica ” :- 

Iron,  the  most  abundant  and  the  cheapest of the hwvy metals, t he   s t ro~~ges t  
and  most  magnetic of known  substances,  is  perhaps  also  the  rnost  indispensable 
of all save the  air we breathe  and  the  water we drink. For one kind of meat we 
could substitute  another ; wool could  be  replaced by cot,too, silk or fur ; were 
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our col~~nlou silicate  glass goue, we could pr~lmldy  perfect  and cheapcrl gome ~ r .  ~u<111uan 
other of the  translmrcnt solids ; but  even if the  earth could be  made  to  yield  any 
substitute  for  the  forty  or fifty  tnillion  tons of iron which we use each  year for 
rails, wire, machinery,  and  structural  purposes of many kincls, we could not 
replace  either  the  steel of our cutting tools or the  iron of our  magnets,  the basia 
of all  commercial  electricity.  This  usefulness  iron owes in  part,  indeed,  to  its 
abundance,  through  which  it  has  led us in  the  last few  thousands of years  to 
adapt  our ways to  its ; but  still  in chief part first to   the single  qualities  in  which 
i t  escels,  such as its  strength,  its  magnetism,  and  the  property  which  it  alone 
has of being  made a t  will extremely  hard  by  sudden cooling and soft and  extremely 
pliable  by slow cooling ; second, t o  the  special  combinations of useful  properties 
in which i t  excels,  such  as  its  strength  with  its  ready  welding  and  shaping  both 
hot  and cold ; and  third,  to  the  great  variety of its properties. It is  a  very 
Proteus. It is extremely  hard  in  our files and  razors,  and  extremely  soft  in  our 
horae-shoe nails, which  in  some  countries  the  smith  rejects  unless  he  can  bend 
them on  his  forehead ; with  iron we cut  and  shape  iron. It is  extremely  magnetic 
and  almost non-magnetic: ; as  brittle as glass  and  almost as pliable and  ductile as 
copper ; extremely  springy,  and  springless  and  deed ; wondetfully  strong,  and  very 
weak ; conducting  heat  and  electricity easily, and  again offering great  resistance 
to  their pavsage ; here  welding  readily,  there  incapable of welding ; here  very 
infusible,  there  melting  with  relative ease. The coincidence that  so indispensable 
a thing  should  also be so abundant, tlyat an iron-needing  man  should  be  set 011 

an iron-cored globe, certainly  suggests  design.  The  indispensableness of such 
abundant  things as air,  water  and  light  is  readily  explained  by  saying  that  their 
very  abundance has evolved  a  creature  dependent  on  them.  But  the  indis- 
pensable  qualities of iron  did  not  shape  man’s  evolution, because its  great  useful- 
ness  did  not  arise  until  historic  times, or even,  as  in case of magnetism,  until 
modern  times. 

It was interesting to note that iron of all the possible (under  the 
twentieth-century  atomic  theory)  ninety-two  elements was the only 
one of the simple heavy  metals that  exhibited  para-magnetism to 
a  high  degree, and  the only  one whose high  solution-pressure led  to 
dangerous and  rapid corrosion. Having been  won from  its ores only 
at   the expense of enormous  energies,  iron  immediately  began to  slide 
down to  its oxidized stable  condition  again unless it was prevented 
by some means  from so doing. It was not  his intention  to suggest 
that  magnetic  character  and predisposition to  corrode  were  allied 
qualities of iron,  except  in  an  indircct sense. One thing  that could 
be stated  with  certainty was that  the  atoms of all the possible 
ninety-two  elements  were  merely  combinations and  permutations 
of simple  electrical units  (protons  and electrons). The  same  unique 
capability  that  iron a t o m  had to  swing into  line  under impressed 
electrical  stimuli to  form magnets,  temporary if carbon were absent 
and  permanent if it were  present  as combined  carbon, might  be 
allied to  the unique  solution-pressure of iron  which  forczd  iron  ions 
into  solution whenever it was in  contact  with  a  liquid phase,  with 
or without the  intervention of free  oxygen. AS electropositive  iron 
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Dr. Cusllmon. ions  were forced  into  solutjon, ctlcctrons were le f t   behid  on the p r ~ 1 1 t  
surface, and t,hosc  electrons must  migrate  until  they  found  an  atomic 
nuclcus to which they could attach themselves. To his  mind,  such 
was the explanation of the mechanism of corrosion in a nutshell; 
but none the less it was not so simple as it sounded, for the electrical 
actions and reactions that  governed  corrosion  were  delicate and 
subtle,  and so easily  affected and modified by superimposing effccts 
and causes, that  its mechanism  would  probably  present puzzles to  
investigators  for  many  hundreds of years  before it became fully 
understood.. In his  opinion,  however,  investigators from  this  time 
on  must  apply  the  recently discovered  principles of the electronic 
constitution of matter  to  the  study of corrosion  problems. One 
immediate puzzle  which  presented itself lay  in  the  fact  that steel, 
which was iron  plus  combined  carbon  (Fe&),  corroded  under  most 
conditions  more  readily than iron  free from carbon, and  yet  under 
certain  conditions  there  appeared to  be  exceptions to  the rule. On 
the  other  hand,  certain  ferrous alloys rusted less readily, and others 
more  readily, than pure  iron. In his opinion,  which was based on 
very  many  years of specialization in  the  study of corrosion  problems, 
every  corroding  system  must  be considered as a special  case of 
contact  action between a corroding or corrodible  surface and a colloid 
or a liquid film, through which, or in which, the electronic and ionic 
activities  operated. Those  activities  could be inhibited and modified 
in a number of ways, but  in  no  way  had  it  been  found possible 
absolutely to  prohibit  them.  By  painting  steel,  an  attempt was 
made to  put  an insulating  layer between the  contact  surface  and  the 
attacking film, but  the result  was  only  temporarily successful. By 
coating  with  more  electropositive zinc, the electronic  activities to  
the zinc were diverted  away  from  the  iron;  but  again  the success 
was only  temporary,  and as he was prepared  very soon to  show, that 
under  certain  conditions of environment and  attack,  the pressure of 
zinc in  the ferrous  system  became  positively  dangerous and  stimulated 
the corrosion of iron to  an  extraordinary degree.  Researches on 
this  subject were now going  on, but were not  yet completed. It was 
regretted  that  the Author, in his summation of the “ Theories of 
Corrosive  Action ” (Part 11, p. 103), had  not dwelt  more  on the electro- 
lytic  theory of corrosion,  which was first  developed a t  length  by 
Dr. Cushman in 1905-1907.l Fifteen  years  ago  investigators of 
corrosion had  had  the  Nernst conception of the Van’t  Hoff-Arrenhius 
theory of electrolytic  dissociation as a working hypothesis. 
To-day  that concept was widened by  the  Thomson-Rutherford 

’ “The Corrosion of Iron,” U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Office Public Rcacls 
Bulletin No. 30 ; Journal British lrou and Steel Inst., 1909, i., pp. 33 awl 69, 
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explanation oE atomic  constitution  and electronic  activities. I t  was Dr. Cushman. 
t o  be hoped  that  all scientific  investigators  would  make use of 
those new concepts.  Personally,  he  had  not the slightest  doubt 
that  the explanation of many of the obscure  puzzles  presented by 
corrosion  problems,  some of which the  Author  brought  out  in his 
interesting  Paper, would  yield to  this new method of study  and 
analysis. H e  hoped to  have more t o  contribute  on  this  interesting 
subject  in  the  not  distant  future. 

and opportune,  especially  as so mwh that  had been  published 
about corrosion of iron and steel  had been ex parte. Such  writings 
neecled corroboration  before  acceptance.  They  need  hardly  be 
expected to  mention  any  facts which might  in  any way indicate 
inferiority of the writers’  products ; and while no statements  might 
be made  that were not  in  a sense true,  the  language used  did  not 
always  give  a  true concept.ion of the case.  The  scope of the Com- 
mittee’s  work was broad, but, nevertheless,  some  enlargement might 
be suggested to  make it even  more  complete.  The  samples  described 
mere presumably of good quality, but as  much, or more, was to  .c 

be learned  from  the  study of inferior  qualities,  such  as  were  found 
to  have  unduly  short lives when exposed to  corroding  influences. 
There  were  irons and irons,  as well as  steels and steels.  The  aim 
of the Committee was presumably to  aid  the  iron  and steel maker 
to  make his products so that  they would  best  resist  corrosion in 
the various  fields of service  where tendency  to corrosion  existed. 
To do  this, full information was needed as t o  the history of the steels 
before they reached the moulds. It would be particularly  helpful to  
know  in  each  case whether  the  acid or basic  process was employed, 
the percentages of pig  iron and initial  manganese in  the charge, 
quantity of final  additions and  manner of adding  each of them,  time 
elapsed  between adding  them  and  teeming, manganese loss, and 
many  other  conditions,  already  enumerated elsewhere. It might 
be well to  add to the samples now in  hand some of cold-worked 
stccl, and of the  same st,eel  annealed  both  before and  after cold- 
working.  Such  samples might  include wire, drawn rods of various 
sections, and cold-rolled  sheets.  The short life of steel  fence-wire 
might find  some  explanation  therefrom.  There was ground  for belief 
that  both cold-working and  the presence of non-metallic  inclusions 
(sonims) in  steel rendered it more prone to  rust. Again, the  subject 
should be sub-divided.  Results  from the two conditions of being 
immersed or not  during  a  corrosion  test  must  not  be  confounded 
with  each  other. Each  should be considered and judged by itself. 
Further,  a dissolving test was not  the  equivalent of a  corroding 

&. HENRY D. HIRBARD thought  the  investigation promising &fr. f ! r imm& 
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Mr. Hibbard. test.  The  former was  relatively  rapid, and  the met'al acted  upon 
went  into  solution.  The  latter was much slower, and  the product 
of the corroded  metal  remained  where it was formed.  Many so- 
called  corrosion tests were really  solution  tcsts. A programme of 
procedure  should  be  supplied by  the Cornmittcc to each party con- 
ducting  tests.  The effect of copper  in  retarding  corrosion was 
properly a part of the Committee's  work. That effect might  be 
due  to  the enrichment in copper of the surface or skin.  The  copper 
might (1) be  left  behind when the  iron  went  into  combination 
(Burgess and Aston), or (2) i t  might be  reprecipitated  after  solution 
(Cushman), or (3) i t  might  migrate  into  the  unattacked  metal 
bcneath.  The  first  two  methods would leave the coppcr  on  thc 
surfacc ; the  third would  locate it in  the skin  nlctal.  These  actions 
of copper  could  only  be effective or noticeable after corrosion had 
advanced to a certain  extcnt. A cuprifcrous st.eci might  start  corrod- 
ing  as  quickly  as  another  and  then,  after a while, rust at a much 
slower rate.  That  might  account  for differing  views regarding the 
protective influence of copper.  The differences between  accelerated 
(solution)  tests and genuine  corrosion tests might  further  account 
for conflicting  opinions. 

ML Philli1x Mr. ARNOLD PHILLIP forwarded a photograph  showing a some- 
what  extraordinary  sample of the  preservation of iron  from  rust. 
This  was a gun believed to have been made  in  the  time of 
Henry IV (1399 to 1413), which was dredged out of the  nlud  in 
Dover  Harbour  in 1911. It must,  therefore,  have been under  the 
sea  for a very long  period, probably  some  hundreds of years. In 
spite of the long  immersion, the  rusting  had been so slight that   the 
hinged  cover of the breech  would  still move  on its hinges. I ts  
good state of preservation was probably  accountcd  for by  the  fact 
that   i t  was protected  by  the  mud  in which it  had been buried.  The 
length of the  gun was 3 feet, and  the handle,  which  originally  had been 
straight  was I foot 6 inches,  making a total  length of 4 feet 6 inches. 
This  specimen  was of wrought  iron, and was  rcmarkable for having 
a hinged  cover to  the breech,  instead of a breech-block with  handle 
for  lifting  out,  which  was usual for the  time of i ts  construction ; so 
that guns of this  type were rare. 

W. rLnlllsay. Mr. W. RAMSAY had  read  the  Peper with  interest and  thought 
metallurgists and engineers  were under a debt of gratitude to the 
Author,  not  only for the present  Paper, which was full of valuable 
data  and informat,ion, but for his work in connection  with  what 
promised to  be one of the  most  valuable researches on  ferrous corro- 
sion.  The  importancc of the subject  had been  shown by  the impres- 
sive figures for  the loss of ferrous  metals.  The  metallurgical resources 
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of the world were not  inexhaustible,  and,  although  their  depletion Mr. Ramsay. 
might  not become serious for many years, i t  was a matter of duty 
to  conserve them. Corrosion products, as a general  rule,  were 
irrecoverable and became a dead loss to  the world. It would  be 
criminal  prodigality to allow the present  waste to continue if i t  
could  be  stopped.  The  admirable  scheme of work  outlined in  the 
Paper  left  little  to  chance  and  even less to adverse  criticism,  while 
the association of physical and  other  data with the final results of 
the  tests  would  make  the  work  on completion of immense  assistance 
to  industrial progress. He was glad to note that  the specimens in- 
cluded  bent pieces to  test  the effect of strain.  He could not  speak 
with  authority on the  point,  but on many occasions he had  made 
observations  which  indicated  t,llat  steel  stressed  beyond the elastic 
limit. was more  subject  t'o corrosion than was  unstressed  material, 
and he had  noted  that broken  stecl  tensile  test-pieces  rusted  more 
readilythan  the  unbroken ones. It was possible,  however, that  this 
was due to  alteration of the surface  produccd by  the elongation. 
There  was  positive  evidence that work-hardened  non-ferrous  met.als 
and alloya corroded  more  readily than  the  unhardened  material, 
and  i t  was likely that steel and  iron would  behave  similarly. He 
had been  severely  snubbed  on  one occasion for suggesting  this as a 
possible cause of corrosion, but  it was now established  beyond  doubt, 
and  he hoped to  be able to send the  Buthor a specimen of bronze 
which  would  prove the assertion.  The  question of surface  condition 
as a factor  in corrosion had  not received in his  opinion the  attention 
it deserved. He  had noticed that highly  polished  steel  resisted 
atmospheric corrosion better  than  the rough filed metal. This  was 
rather puzzling, but  he  thought  he  had discovered the reason. If 
a  polished  steel  section were  viewed under  the microscope, and a 
moist hand  held  near it for a moment, i t  would become obscured 
by a fine film of moisture,  which would disappear  almost  immediately, 
except at scratches,  inclusions, and  other irregularities,  where it 
remained for some  time as actual  drops of water. In fact, rough 
surfaces  generally  appearcd to  condensc  moisture  more  readily than 
did  smooth ones.  This might  explain  why  even  roughly polished steel 
articles were less  liable to  rust  than those  less  carefully  prepared. 
Possibly  this  particular  phase  did  not  arise  out of the scope of the 
work  under discussion, but it might be of general interest to those 
concerned. It was interesting to  not,e that  the test-specimens were 
to include  heat-treated  metals  and  samples,  with  and  without  the 
natural scale. The  comparison of the various  results  would be most 
valuable.  Recently  he had t o  report  on  the  underwater  hull of an 
ex-German vessel which had been interned  during  the war. The 
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xr. Ramsas. plates were severely  pitted  with  thousands of deep cavities, in  many 
cases more than  an  inch  in  diameter  and  almost  penetrating  them. 
It was  a  remarkable fact  that  not a single rivet was involved,  show- 
ing  very conclusively that  the  fault  lay  in  the  material of the plates. 
Analysis  showed that it was an  ordinary  mild  steel of average  com- 
position, and microscopical examination revealed nothing  abnormal 
in the  interior of the  metal,  but  that  the  surfaces of the plates, as 
represent,cd by  the edges of the sections, were penetrated  in  all 
directions. by mill-scale or scoria  which had been  rolled into  them  at 
some stage of manufacture. In  some  instances the scale  appeared 
to  have been driven  right  under  the  surface,  and  in  the  middle of 
some of the smaller  pits i t  was still  firmiy  attached  and  evidently 
functioning  as a cathodic  patch. While  some  scales  accelerated 
corrosion,  others appeared  comparativelyharmless,  and if the reason 
for  this  could be  discovered and controlled, it might  prove of value 
in  the rolling of steel and  iron.  With  regard  to  the  nature  and  cause 
of corrosion, he  had  long  held  the view that  the  action was an effort 
of the  metal  to  rcvert  to  the more stable  form  in which i t  is found in 
nature.  He believed this view was  held by Dr. Roscnhain and  by 
others,  and, if it mere correct, it would  be futile to  expect an  ordinary 
commercial  steel or brass to  resist  corrosion. Hope  in  this  direction 
lay  in  the use of the alloy  steels  such  as ‘‘ Galahad ” and  the special 
non-ferrous  alloys. Why these  materials  should  resist corrosion  was 
rather a mystery,  and, if the  inner  mechanism of the chromium 
or other  inhibiting  metal were better  understood, it might be made 
more  generally  applicable. He was  convinced that  the process 
of corrosion  was  one of electrolysis.  Very pure  metals  such  as 
“ Armco ’) iron, zinc, tin,  and copper  were  fairly  resistant to  corrosion, 
but, as the impurities  in them were increased, so was their  liability  to 
corrode.  The  electrolytic  theory of corrosion was the most  generally 
applicable  one ; the few apparent exceptions, if critically  examined, 
would  be found to conform to  the  theory. On the  other  hand  the 
theory  that corrosion was a purely chemical action  broke down a t  
many points-to give  only one, the necessity of an electrolyte 
before  corrosion  became possible. The work  outlined in  the  Paper 
was of world-wide importance  and of a magnitude that would make 
most  men  hesitate  about  undertaking  it.  The  fact that  the Author’s 
experience had been  utilized in  the selection of the specimens  was 
an assurance that  the results would prove of the greatest  scientific 
and  industrial benefit. 

fiIr.Ycrbury. Mr. H. E. YERBURY considered the value of the Author’s Paper 
was greatly  enhanced by  the excellent  photomicrographs and 
various  physical  test-figures.  Engineers who were not  metallurgists 
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could rlom visualize t.he irnpor'tant c,hanges  which took place in Mr. Ter1)urs. 
metals  aftcr h a t  trcat,ment,. It was nom generally  agreed that  the 
microstructure of a metal had a very  appreciable  influence  upon 
its corrodibility,  hence its physical  condition  might  be  considerably 
modified by forging and rolling temperatures  and  subsequent  beat 
treatment.  He was of opinion that there were  now sufficient data 
available for engineers to specify the constituents of a metal  when 
such  metal was to be subjected to influences conducive to corrosive 
action.  For  instance,  during  the  war a large  quantity of shell 
discard  and  other  inferior  steel  had to be  used  for  constructional 
purposes. That steel  contained a much  larger  proportion of carbon 
than would be  accepted  under  ordinary  circumstances,  with  the 
result  that,,  in  the  particular case of a coal-bunker,  he  had  found  its 
life under  the corrosive action of moisture  was now ended,  whereas 
pre-war  steel  sheets of the same  thickness  with a much lower carbon 
content showed scarcelyanysigns of corrosion after 18 years'  service. 
The  Author  gave  instances of the  long life o€ iron,  compared  with 
steel, which he  could  confirm by experience; and also  showed that lack 
of homogeneity  was a factor influencing  corrosion, although it must 
be  admitted  that  the chromium " rustless " steel,  which the Author 
mentioned in his interesting historical review,  was non-homogeneous. 
It appeared that more  research  work was required  before a definite 
conclusion  could be  arrived a t  regarding the influence of copper and 
manganese in steel as affecting  corrosion.  Regarding cast  iron  he 
was in agreement  with  several  members of the Committee that cold- 
blast  cast  iron  resisted corrosion better  than  the average  cast  iron 
produced  to-day. He  attributed  that to the lower  percentage of 
silicon in  what was called  white  iron. Further,  there were con- 
siderable  quantities of graphite in grey  iron  which  produced good 
electrodes to  act   in opposition t o  the ferrite which  was near it. 
He  thought  the electrolytic  theory  served  very well as a general 
explanation of corrosion of ferrous  metals. If one admitted  that 
matter was a reservoir of intra-atomic  energy,  then  the  products 
of the de-materialization of matter  constituted  substances  and forces 
in   an unstable  form,  such as electricity and  heat,  and a  bridge wa.s 
created  between the ponderable and  the imponderable. It might  be 
said that  matter represented  only a state of equilibrium  between 
the internal forces of which it was the  seat,  and  the external  forces 
or media  which  enveloped it. He  submitted  there were two  funda- 
mentals--movement, and resistance t o  movement ; and energy 
depended  on the  state of bodies.  There  could  only  be an exchange 
if they were out of equilibrium or at different  tensions. One of the 
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Mr. Tel1)urs. bodics then  lost  sonlrthing  and gavc to  the  ot>l~er until  t,lleir  tcnsions 
mere equalized, and  that process could bc Ineasurtd. It accountedfor 
the  fact recordcd by  the  Author  that n strained  matcrinl was much 
more  subject tjo corrosion than  the  unstrained,  and if the two were, 
say, rivet,ed together, corrosion invariably  took place in  the presence 
of a suitable  electrolyte. He  thought  that corrosion  could not be 
started on  ferrous or non-ferrous  metals without a disturbance 
of equilibrium  brought  about  by  an  excitant or electrolyte.  When 
equilibrium was maintained  between a metal  and  the film of gas or 
electrolyte  surrounding it, no  corrosion, oxidation, electrolysis, or 
chemical  action  could take place. It was  now fairly well  recognized 
that chemical  phenomena were only clcctrical  phenomena or dis- 
placements of electricity.  Chemical  rcactions  should  therefore  be 
regarded as simple  reactions of ions, and  they  had  in  fact  an electrical 
origin. Electricity  appeared  when  particles were no  longer in 
equilibrium and disappeared  only  when  those  particles  regained  their 
equilibrium. On the slightest  provocation molecules had a tendency 
to  pass from  the molecular to  the ionic state  in  the presence of an 
electrolyte, just as some  metals  under the influence of light,  readily 
became  radio-active, or under  the influence of heat,  liberated 
electrons. Just as  there were  successive transformations which 
caused  material molecules to assume the crystalline  form, so other 
transformations or transmutations  took place, and a reversal of the 
cycle was created  under  certain  conditions,  such as in  the presence of 
solvents.  Although the  crystal  had  terminated  its cycle  when the 
llomogeneous phase had been attained, it  did  not follow that all 
homogeneous metals  had less tendency to  pass into solution. He 
considered that  the skin of a rolledmetal  and  the chilled  surface of 
a casting were more  resistant than  the interior. 

The  Author was t,o be congratulated  on  the  publication of his 
research,  which  opened out  such  matters as the presence and effects 
of galvanic  couples  formed by crystalline  arrangements of positive 
and negat,ive constituents  and  their respective  solution  tendencies 
and pressures, and  the  all-important effect of heat  treatment  to 
minimize or neutralize  internal  stresses, which  were always  potential, 
and often  active,  sources of corrosion on  materials used in 
engineering  work. 

The Author. The AUTHOR, in  reply to  the Correspondence, stated  that  he 
agreed  generally  with the conclusions of Dr. Burgess, whose remarks 
did  not seem to call for any reply. 

Dr. Cushman’s  contribution  was of particular  interest,  and was 
suggestive as to  the lines upon which further research  should  proceed. 
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The  instance  quoted by &h. Itanisay, where a ship-plate  had The Author. 
corroded, but  its rivets llad not done so, tleserved attention. It 
was quite  probable that  the rivcts were of especially sound  material. 

In conclusion, the  Author desired to express  his  bcst  thanks to 
those who had  contributed  both  to  the Discussion and  to  the 
Correspondence. He also thanked  the various  contributors for their 
very  kind personal  remarks,  a  compensation which in itself was no 
little  return for the  labour  and  trouble experienced in  the  prepara- 
tion of the  Paper. 
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